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Belief, Religion, Philosophy, Logic 7s 

A 

ABBOTCY ABBCOTY abbacy (office of abbot (superior of monastery)) [n -CIES] 

ABLEISM ABEILMS prejudice or discrimination against disabled people [n -S] 

ABLEIST ABEILST one that practices ableism (prejudice or discrimination against disabled people) [n -S] 

ABLEIST ABEILST one that practices ableism (prejudice or discrimination against disabled people) [n -S] 

ABSTAIN AABINST to refrain voluntarily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABSURDS ABDRSSU ABSURD, condition in which man exists in irrational and meaningless universe [n] 

ADULATE AADELTU to praise excessively [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AFREETS AEEFRST AFREET, evil spirit in Arabic mythology [n] 

AGAPEIC AACEGIP AGAPE, communal meal of fellowship [adj] 

AGEISMS AEGIMSS AGEISM, discrimination based on age [n] 

AGEISTS AEGISST AGEIST, advocate of ageism [n] 

AGONIST AGINOST one that is engaged in struggle [n -S] 

AGRAPHA AAAGHPR sayings of Jesus not found in Bible [n] 

AHIMSAS AAHIMSS AHIMSA, Hindu principle of nonviolence [n] 

ALASTOR AALORST avenging deity in Greek tragedy [n -S] 

ALFAKIS AAFIKLS ALFAKI, alfaqui (teacher of Muslim law) [n] 

ALFAQUI AAFILQU teacher of Muslim law [n -S] 

ALIYAHS AAHILSY ALIYAH, immigration of Jews to Israel [n] 

ALIYOTH AHILOTY ALIYAH, immigration of Jews to Israel [n] 

ALMEMAR AAELMMR bema (platform in synagogue) [n -S] 

AMBONES ABEMNOS AMBO, pulpit in early Christian church [n] 

AMBRIES ABEIMRS AMBRY, recess in church wall for sacred vessels [n] 

AMORINO AIMNOOR amoretto (cupid (naked, winged representation of Roman god of love)) [n -NI] 

AMORIST AIMORST lover (one that loves another) [n -S] 

AMREETA AAEEMRT amrita (beverage that bestows immortality in Hindu mythology) [n -S] 

AMRITAS AAIMRST AMRITA, beverage that bestows immortality in Hindu mythology [n] 

AMULETS AELMSTU object worn to protect against evil or injury [n] 

ANAGOGE AAEGGNO spiritual interpretation of words [n -S] 

ANAGOGY AAGGNOY anagoge (spiritual interpretation of words) [n -GIES] 

ANANDAS AAADNNS ANANDA, extreme happiness [n] 

ANANKES AAEKNNS ANANKE, compelling necessity in ancient Greek religion [n] 

ANARCHS AACHNRS ANARCH, advocate of anarchy [n] 

ANELING AEGILNN ANELE, to anoint (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [v] 

ANGAKOK AAGKKNO Inuit medicine man [n -S] 

ANGELIC ACEGILN pertaining to angel (winged celestial being) [adj] 

ANGELUS AEGLNSU Roman Catholic prayer [n -ES] 

ANIMISM AIIMMNS belief that souls may exist apart from bodies [n -S] 

ANIMIST AIIMNST adherent of animism [n -S] 

ANNATES AAENNST first year’s revenue of bishop paid to pope [n] 

ANOINTS AINNOST ANOINT, to apply oil to as sacred rite [v] 

ANTICAR AACINRT opposed to cars [adj] 

ANTIFAS AAFINST ANTIFA, opposer of fascism [n] 

ANTIFUR AFINRTU opposed to wearing of animal furs [adj] 

ANTIGAY AAGINTY opposed to homosexuals [adj] 
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ANTIGUN AGINNTU opposed to guns [adj] 

ANTIMAN AAIMNNT antimale (opposed to men) [adj] 

ANTIPOT AINOPTT opposing use of pot (marijuana) [adj] 

ANTIRED ADEINRT opposed to communism [adj] 

ANTISEX AEINSTX opposed to sexual activity [adj] 

ANTITAX AAINTTX opposing taxes [adj] 

ANTIWAR AAINRTW opposing war [adj] 

AORISTS AIORSST AORIST, verb tense [n] 

APAGOGE AAEGGOP establishment of thesis by showing its contrary to be absurd [n -S] 

APOLOGS AGLOOPS APOLOG, apologue (allegory (story presenting moral principle)) [n] 

APOSTLE AELOPST disciple sent forth by Christ to preach gospel [n -S] 

ARGLING AGGILNR ARGLE, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

ARGUERS AEGRRSU ARGUER, one that argues (to present reasons for or against) [n] 

ARUSPEX AEPRSUX haruspex (soothsayer in ancient Rome) [n -PICES] 

ASCESIS ACEISSS conduct of ascetic [n -SES] 

ASCETIC ACCEIST one who practices extreme self-denial for religious reasons [n -S] 

ASHRAMA AAAHMRS stage of life in Hinduism [n -S] 

ASHRAMS AAHMRSS ASHRAM, secluded dwelling of Hindu sage [n] 

ASKESIS AEIKSSS ascesis (conduct of ascetic (one who practices extreme self-denial for religious reasons)) [n -SES] 

ASRAMAS AAAMRSS ASRAMA, ashram (secluded dwelling of Hindu sage) [n] 

ASSERTS AERSSST ASSERT, to state positively [v] 

ASTANGA AAAGNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ATARAXY AAARTXY ataraxia (peace of mind) [n -XIES] 

ATHEISM AEHIMST belief that there is no God [n -S] 

ATHEIST AEHISTT believer in atheism [n -S] 

ATOMISM AIMMOST theory that universe is composed of simple, indivisible, minute particles [n -S] 

ATOMIST AIMOSTT adherent of atomism [n -S] 

ATONERS AENORST ATONER, one that atones (to make amends or reparation) [n] 

ATONING AGINNOT ATONE, to make amends or reparation [v] 

ATTABOY AABOTTY expression of encouragement or approval to man or boy [n -S] 

ATTESTS AESSTTT ATTEST, to affirm to be true or genuine [v] 

AUDISMS ADIMSSU AUDISM, anti-deaf discrimination [n] 

AUDISTS ADISSTU AUDIST, one that engages in audism (anti-deaf discrimination) [n] 

AUGURAL AAGLRUU pertaining to augury (practice of auguring (to foretell from omens)) [adj] 

AUGURED ADEGRUU AUGUR to foretell from omens [v] 

AUGURER AEGRRUU one that augurs (to foretell from omens) [n -S] 

AUSPICE ACEIPSU favorable omen [n -S] 

AVATARS AAARSTV AVATAR, incarnation of Hindu deity [n] 

AVERRED ADEERRV AVER, to declare positively [v] 

AVOWERS AEORSVW AVOWER, one that declares openly [n] 
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B 

BAALISM AABILMS worship of baal [n -S] 

BANSHEE ABEEHNS female spirit [n -S] 

BANSHIE ABEHINS banshee (female spirit) [n -S] 
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BAPTISE ABEIPST to baptize (to administer baptism to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BAPTISM ABIMPST Christian ceremony [n -S] 

BAPTIST ABIPSTT one who baptizes [n -S] 

BAPTIZE ABEIPTZ to administer baptism to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

BASILIC ABCIILS pertaining to basilica (ancient Roman building) [adj] 

BATTIER ABEIRTT BATTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

BATTILY ABILTTY in batty (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) manner [adv] 

BEADLES ABDEELS BEADLE, parish official [n] 

BEADMAN AABDEMN beadsman (one who prays for another) [n -MEN] 

BEASTIE ABEEIST tiny animal [n -S] 

BEATIFY ABEFITY to make happy [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

BECAUSE ABCEESU for reason that [conj] 

BECHARM ABCEHMR to hold under spell [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDEMAN ABDEEMN beadsman (one who prays for another) [n -MEN] 

BEGORAH ABEGHOR begorra (mild oath) [interj] 

BEGORRA ABEGORR mild oath [interj] 

BEJASUS ABEJSSU bejesus (exclamation used as mild oath) [n -ES] 

BEJESUS BEEJSSU exclamation used as mild oath [n -ES] 

BELAUDS ABDELSU BELAUD, to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v] 

BELIEFS BEEFILS BELIEF, acceptance of truth or actuality of something [n] 

BENISON BEINNOS blessing (prayer (devout petition to deity)) [n -S] 

BERETTA ABEERTT biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

BESHREW BEEHRSW to curse (to wish evil upon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETHINK BEHIKNT to consider (to think about) [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

BEWITCH BCEHITW to affect by witchcraft or magic [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BHAKTAS AABHKST BHAKTA, one who practices bhakti [n] 

BHAKTIS ABHIKST BHAKTI, selfless devotion to deity in Hinduism [n] 

BIASING ABGIINS BIAS, to prejudice [v] 

BIASSED ABDEISS BIAS, to prejudice [v] 

BIASSES ABEISSS BIAS, to prejudice [v] 

BIBLIST BBIILST one who takes words of Bible literally [n -S] 

BIGOTED BDEGIOT intolerant [adj] 

BIGOTRY BGIORTY prejudice [n -RIES] 

BIOCHIP BCHIIOP hypothetical computer component that uses proteins to store or process data [n -S] 

BIOGENS BEGINOS BIOGEN, hypothetical protein molecule [n] 

BIRETTA ABEIRTT cap worn by clergymen [n -S] 

BISHOPS BHIOPSS BISHOP, to appoint as bishop (head of diocese) [v] 

BLASTIE ABEILST dwarf [n -S] 

BLESSED BDEELSS holy (having divine nature or origin) [adj -ER, -EST] / BLESS, to sanctify (to make holy) [v] 

BLESSER BEELRSS one that blesses (to sanctify (to make holy)) [n -S] 

BLESSES BEELSSS BLESS, to sanctify (to make holy (having divine nature or origin)) [v] 

BODINGS BDGINOS BODING, omen [n] 

BOGYISM BGIMOSY behavior characteristic of bogy (goblin) [n -S] 

BOGYMAN ABGMNOY BOGEYMAN (terrifying creature) [n -MEN] 

BONKERS BEKNORS crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

BOOGERS BEGOORS BOOGER, bogeyman (terrifying creature) [n] 
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BOOKMAN ABKMNOO scholar (learned person) [n -MEN] 

BRAHMAN AABHMNR member of highest Hindu caste [n -S] 

BRAVADO AABDORV false bravery [n -ES, -S] 

BRAVELY ABELRVY BRAVE, showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [adv] 

BRAVERS ABERRSV BRAVER, one that braves (to face with courage) [n] 

BRAVERY ABERRVY courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [n -RIES] 

BRAVEST ABERSTV BRAVE, showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [adj] 

BRAVING ABGINRV BRAVE, to face with courage [v] 

BRISSES BEIRSSS BRISS, bris (Jewish circumcision rite) [n] 

BROWNIE BEINORW small sprite [n -S] 

BUBBIES BBBEISU BUBBIE, bubbe (Jewish grandmother) [n] 

BUDDHAS ABDDHSU BUDDHA, person who has attained Buddhahood [n] 

BULIMIA ABIILMU insatiable appetite [n -S] 

BULIMIC BCIILMU BULIMIA (insatiable appetite) [adj] 

BUNDIST BDINSTU member of bund [n -S] 

BUNYIPS BINPSUY BUNYIP, fabulous monster of swamps [n] 

BURIALS ABILRSU BURIAL, act of burying (to put in ground and cover with earth) [n] 

BURIERS BEIRRSU BURIER, one that buries (to put in ground and cover with earth) [n] 

BURYING BGINRUY BURY, to put in ground and cover with earth [v] 

BUSHIDO BDHIOSU code of samurai [n -S] 
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CABALAS AAABCLS CABALA, occult or secret doctrine [n] 

CABALIST AABCILST one who practices cabalism [n -S] 

CABBALA AAABBCL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

CAFARDS AACDFRS CAFARD, state of depression [n] 

CALIPHS ACHILPS CALIPH, Muslim leader [n] 

CALOYER ACELORY monk of Eastern Church [n -S] 

CALUMET ACELMTU ceremonial pipe [n -S] 

CALVARY AACLRVY representation of crucifixion [n -RIES] 

CAMBIST ABCIMST dealer in bills of exchange [n -S] 

CANARDS AACDNRS CANARD, false story [n] 

CANONIC ACCINNO CANON, law decreed by church council [adj] 

CANONRY ACNNORY clerical office [n -RIES] 

CANTORS ACNORST CANTOR, religious singer [n] 

CANTRAP AACNPRT cantrip (magic spell) [n -S] 

CANTRIP ACINPRT magic spell [n -S] 

CASSOCK ACCKOSS long garment worn by clergymen [n -S] 

CASUIST ACISSTU one who resolves ethical problems [n -S] 

CATHECT ACCEHTT to infuse with psychic energy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CENTAUR ACENRTU mythological creature [n -S] 

CERTAIN ACEINRT absolutely confident [adj -ER, -EST] 

CERTIFY CEFIRTY to confirm (to assure validity of) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CHAKRAS AACHKRS CHAKRA, body center in yoga [n] 

CHANCEL ACCEHLN area around church altar [n -S] 
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CHANOYU ACHNOUY Japanese tea ritual [n] 

CHANTRY ACHNRTY endowment given to church [n -RIES] 

CHAPELS ACEHLPS CHAPEL, place of worship [n] 

CHARNEL ACEHLNR room where corpses are placed [n -S] 

CHASTER ACEHRST CHASTE, morally pure [adj] 

CHAZANS AACHNSZ CHAZAN, cantor (religious singer) [n] 

CHAZZAN AACHNZZ chazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n -S, -IM] 

CHAZZEN ACEHNZZ chazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n -S,-IM] 

CHEDERS CDEEHRS CHEDER, heder (Jewish school) [n] 

CHERUBS BCEHRSU CHERUB, angel [n] 

CHEVETS CEEHSTV CHEVET, apsidal end of church [n] 

CHIMARS ACHIMRS CHIMAR, chimere (bishop's robe) [n] 

CHIMERA ACEHIMR imaginary monster [n -S] 

CHIMERE CEEHIMR bishop's robe [n -S] 

CHOREAL ACEHLOR CHOREA, nervous disorder [adj] 

CHOREAS ACEHORS CHOREA, nervous disorder [n] 

CHOREIC CCEHIOR CHOREA, nervous disorder [adj] 

CHORTEN CEHNORT Tibetan shrine [n -S] 

CHRISMS CHIMRSS CHRISM, consecrated oil [n] 

CHRONON CHNNOOR hypothetical unit of time [n -S] 

CHUPPAH ACHHPPU canopy used at Jewish wedding [n -S, -PPOT] 

CHUPPAS ACHPPSU CHUPPA, chuppah (canopy used at Jewish wedding) [n] 

CHURCHY CCHHRUY churchly (pertaining to church) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

CLASSIS ACILSSS governing body in certain churches [n -SES] 

CLERICS CCEILRS CLERIC, member of clergy [n] 

COFFINS CFFINOS COFFIN, to put in coffin (burial case) [v] 

COGITOS CGIOOST COGITO, philosophical principle [n] 

COMPLIN CILMNOP compline (last liturgical prayer of day) [n -S] 

COMSYMP CMMOPSY offensive word [n -S] 

CONCEDE CCDEENO to acknowledge as true [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CONCEIT CCEINOT to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCEIT CCEINOT to imagine [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONCHIE CCEHINO conchy (conscientious objector) [n -S] 

CONCORD CCDNOOR state of agreement [n -S] 

CONFESS CEFNOSS to acknowledge or disclose [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

CONFIDE CDEFINO to reveal in trust or confidence [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CONFIRM CFIMNOR to assure validity of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONFUTE CEFNOTU to disprove [-D, -TING, -S] 

CONJURE CEJNORU to summon spirit [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CONSIGN CGINNOS to give over to another's care [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONSULT CLNOSTU to ask opinion of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONVERT CENORTV to change into another form [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORBANS ABCNORS CORBAN, offering to God [n] 

COSMISM CIMMOSS philosophical theory of cosmic evolution [n -S] 

COSMIST CIMOSST supporter of cosmism (philosophical theory of cosmic evolution) [n -S] 

COURAGE ACEGORU quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit [n -S] 
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COUVADE ACDEOUV primitive birth ritual [n] 

COWARDS ACDORSW COWARD, one who lacks courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [n] 

COYNESS CENOSSY state of being coy (shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence))) [n -ES] 

CRAZIER ACEIRRZ CRAZY, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

CRAZILY ACILRYZ CRAZY, insane (mentally unsound) [adv] 

CREDENT CDEENRT believing [adj] 

CREDITS CDEIRST CREDIT, to accept as true [v] 

CREEDAL ACDEELR CREED, statement of belief [adj] 

CRITICS CCIIRST CRITIC, one who judges merits of something [n] 

CROSIER CEIORRS bishop's staff [n -S] 

CROZIER CEIORRZ crosier (bishop's staff) [n -S] 

CRUSADE ACDERSU to engage in holy war [v -D, -DING, -S] 

CULTISH CHILSTU pertaining to cult (group of zealous devotees) [adj] 

CULTISM CILMSTU devotion to cult [n -S] 

CULTIST CILSTTU member of cult [n -S] 

CURSERS CERRSSU CURSER, one that curses (to wish evil upon) [n] 

CURSING CGINRSU CURSE, to wish evil upon [v] 

CUSSERS CERSSSU CUSSER, one that cusses (to curse (to wish evil upon) [n] 

CUSSING CGINSSU CUSS, curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

CUSTOMS CMOSSTU CUSTOM, habitual practice [n] 

CYNICAL ACCILNY distrusting motives of others [adj] 

CZARIST ACIRSTZ supporter of czarism [n -S] 
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DAEMONS ADEMNOS DAEMON, demon (evil spirit) [n] 

DAGOBAS AABDGOS DAGOBA, Buddhist shrine [n] 

DAIMONS ADIMNOS DAIMON, attendant spirit [n] 

DAREFUL ADEFLRU brave [adj] 

DARINGS ADGINRS DARING, bravery (courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n] 

DARSHAN AADHNRS Hindu blessing [n -S] 

DASTARD AADDRST base coward [n -S] 

DAVENED ADDEENV DAVEN, to utter Jewish prayers [v] 

DEACONS ACDENOS DEACON, to read hymn aloud [v] 

DEBATED ABDDEET DEBATE, to argue about [v] 

DEBATER ABDEERT one that debates (to argue about) [n -S] 

DEBATES ABDEEST DEBATE, to argue about [v] 

DEBUNKS BDEKNSU DEBUNK, to expose sham or falseness of [v] 

DECALOG ACDEGLO Ten Commandments [n -S] 

DEEMING DEEGIMN DEEM, to hold as opinion [v] 

DEFECTS CDEEFST DEFECT, to desert allegiance to [v] 

DEFROCK CDEFKOR to unfrock (to divest of ecclesiastic duties) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEHORTS DEHORST DEHORT, to try to dissuade [v] 

DEICIDE CDDEEII killing of god [n -S] 

DEIFIED DDEEFII DEIFY, to make god of [v] 

DEIFIER DEEFIIR one that deifies (to make god of) [n -S] 
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DEIFIES DEEFIIS DEIFY, to make god of [v] 

DEIFORM DEFIMOR having form of god [adj] 

DEISTIC CDEIIST DEIST, adherent of deism [adj] 

DEITIES DEEIIST DEITY, god or goddess [n] 

DELUDED DDDEELU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v] 

DELUDER DDEELRU one that deludes (to mislead mind or judgment of) [n -S] 

DELUDES DDEELSU DELUDE, to mislead mind or judgment of [v] 

DEMAGOG ADEGGMO to behave like demagog (leader who appeals to emotions and prejudices) [v -ED, -ING, S] 

DEMIGOD DDEGIMO lesser god [n -S] 

DEMONIC CDEIMNO characteristic of demon [adj] 

DEONTIC CDEINOT pertaining to moral obligation [adj] 

DEPRAVE ADEEPRV to corrupt in morals [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DERVISH DEHIRSV member of Muslim religious order [n -ES] 

DESPOND DDENOPS to lose spirit or hope [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEVILRY DEILRVY deviltry (mischief (action that causes irritation, harm, or trouble)) [n -RIES] 

DEVOTEE DEEEOTV ardent follower or supporter [n -S] 

DHARMAS AADHMRS DHARMA, conformity to Hindu law [n] 

DHARMIC ACDHIMR DHARMA, conformity to Hindu law [adj] 

DHYANAS AADHNSY DHYANA, profound meditation in Hinduism [n] 

DIBBUKS BBDIKSU DIBBUK, dybbuk (wandering soul in Jewish folklore) [n] 

DICKENS CDEIKNS devil [n -ES] 

DICTUMS CDIMSTU DICTUM, authoritative statement [n] 

DILEMMA ADEILMM perplexing situation [n -S] 

DINKUMS DIKMNSU DINKUM, truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n] 

DISMAYS ADIMSSY DISMAY, to deprive of courage or resolution [v] 

DIVINED DDEIINV DIVINE, to foretell by occult means [v] 

DIVINER DEIINRV DIVINE, pertaining to or characteristic of god [adj] / one that divines (to foretell by occult means) [n -S] 

DIVINES DEIINSV DIVINE, to foretell by occult means [v] 

DOCETIC CCDEIOT pertaining to religious doctrine [adj] 

DOGMATA AADGMOT DOGMA, principle or belief put forth as authoritative [n] 

DOMINIE DEIIMNO clergyman [n -S] 

DONNEES DEENNOS DONNEE, set of assumptions upon which story proceeds [n] 

DOOMFUL DFLMOOU ominous (portending evil) [adj] 

DOOMIER DEIMOOR DOOMY, doomful (ominous (portending evil)) [adj] 

DOOMILY DILMOOY DOOMY, doomful (ominous (portending evil)) [adv] 

DOOMING DGIMNOO DOOM, to destine to unhappy fate [v] 

DOSSALS ADLOSSS DOSSAL, ornamental cloth hung behind altar [n] 

DOSSELS DELOSSS DOSSEL, dossal (ornamental cloth hung behind altar) [n] 

DOTTIER DEIORTT DOTTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

DOTTILY DILOTTY in dotty (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) manner [adv] 

DOUBTER BDEORTU one that doubts (to be uncertain about) [n -S] 

DOUGHTY DGHOTUY courageous [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

DOVENED DDEENOV DOVEN, to daven (to utter Jewish prayers) [v] 

DRAGONS ADGNORS DRAGON, mythical monster resembling serpent [n] 

DRUIDIC CDDIIRU DRUID, one of ancient Celtic order of priests [adj] 

DRYADES ADDERSY DRYAD, nymph of woods [n] 
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DRYADIC ACDDIRY DRYAD, nymph of woods [adj] 

DUALISM ADILMSU philosophical theory [n -S] 

DUALIST ADILSTU adherent of dualism [n -S] 

DUBIETY BDEITUY state of being dubious (doubtful) [n -TIES] 

DUBIOUS BDIOSUU doubtful [adj] 

DYBBUKS BBDKSUY DYBBUK, wandering soul in Jewish folklore [n] 
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ECSTASY ACESSTY state of exaltation [n -SIES] 

EGOISTS EGIOSST EGOIST, one who practices egoism [n] 

EGOTIST EGIOSTT conceited person [n -S] 

EGOTIZE EEGIOTZ to talk and think about oneself excessively [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EIDOLIC CDEIILO pertaining to eidolon (phantom (something existing in appearance only)) [adj] 

EIDOLON DEILNOO phantom (something existing in appearance only) [n -S, -LA] 

EIRENIC CEEIINR peaceful in purpose [N -S] 

ELDRESS DEELRSS female elder (church officer) [n -ES] 

ELDRICH CDEHILR eldritch (weird) [adj]  

ELFLIKE EEFIKLL ELF, small, often mischievous fairy [adj] 

ELITISM EIILMST belief in rule by elite [n -S] 

ELITIST EIILSTT adherent of elitism [n -S] 

EMPATHY AEHMPTY imaginative identification with another's thoughts and feelings [n -HIES] 

ENSOULS ELNOSSU ENSOUL, to endow with soul [v] 

ENSURED DEENRSU ENSURE, to make certain [v] 

ENSURER EENRRSU one that ensures (to make certain) [n -S] 

ENSURES EENRSSU ENSURE, to make certain [v] 

ENTRUST ENRSTTU to give over for safekeeping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENVIROS EINORSV ENVIRO, advocate for preservation of environment [n] 

EPITAPH AEHIPPT inscription on tomb [n -S] 

ERISTIC CEIIRST expert in debate [n -S] 

ERLKING EGIKLNR evil spirit of Germanic folklore [n -S] 

ESPRITS EIPRSST ESPRIT, spirit [n] 

ETATISM AEIMSTT state socialism [n -S] 

ETHOSES EEHOSST ETHOS, fundamental character of culture [n] 

EUDEMON DEEMNOU good spirit [n -S] 

EULOGIA AEGILOU holy bread [n -E] / blessing (prayer (devout petition to deity)) [n -S] 

EVANGEL AEEGLNV preacher of gospel [n -S] 

EVILEST EEILSTV EVIL, morally bad [adj] 

EVILLER EEILLRV EVIL, morally bad [adj] 

EXALTED ADEELTX EXALT, to raise (to move to higher position) [v] 

EXALTER AEELRTX one that exalts (to raise (to move to higher position)) [n -S] 

EXPIATE AEEIPTX to atone for [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXTROPY EOPRTXY prediction that human intelligence will enable life to expand throughout universe [n -PIES] 

EXULTED DEELTUX EXULT, to rejoice greatly [v] 
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FABLERS ABEFLRS FABLER, one that fables (to compose or tell fictitious tales [n] 

FABLING ABFGILN FABLE, to compose or tell fictitious tales [v] 

FABULAR AABFLRU legendary [adj] 

FACTFUL ACFFLTU FACT, something known with certainty [adj] 

FACTUAL AACFLTU pertaining to facts (something known with certainty) [adj] 

FAERIES AEEFIRS FAERIE, fairy (imaginary supernatural being) [n] / FAERY [n] 

FAIRIER AEFIIRR FAIRY, pertaining to or resembling fairy [adj] 

FAIRIES AEFIIRS FAIRY, imaginary supernatural being [n] 

FAITHED ADEFHIT FAITH, to believe or trust [v] 

FAKEERS AEEFKRS FAKEER, fakir (Hindu ascetic) [n] 

FALLACY AACFLLY false idea [n -CIES] 

FALSELY AEFLLSY FALSE, contrary to truth or fact [adv] 

FALSEST AEFLSST FALSE, contrary to truth or fact [adj] 

FALSIFY AFFILSY to represent falsely (contrary to truth or fact) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

FALSITY AFILSTY something false (contrary to truth or false) [n -TIES] 

FANTASM AAFMNST phantasm (creation of imagination) [n -S] 

FANTASY AAFNSTY to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

FANTOMS AFMNOST FANTOM, phantom (something existing in appearance only) [n] 

FAQUIRS AFIQRSU FAQUIR, fakir (Hindu ascetic) [n] 

FASCIST ACFISST advocate of fascism (oppressive political system) [n -S] 

FATEFUL AEFFLTU decisively important [adj] 

FATIDIC ACDFIIT pertaining to prophecy (prediction) [adj] 

FECIALS ACEFILS FECIAL, fetial (priest of ancient Rome) [n] 

FEIGNED DEEFGIN FEIGN, to pretend [v] 

FEIGNER EEFGINR one that feigns (to pretend) [n -S] 

FETIALS AEFILST FETIAL, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

FEUDIST DEFISTU one that feuds (to engage in feud (bitter, continuous hostility)) [n -S] 

FEYNESS EEFNSSY state of being fey (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [n -ES] 

FIBBERS BBEFIRS FIBBER, one that fibs (to tell trivial lie) [n] 

FIBBING BBFGIIN FIB, to tell trivial lie [v] 

FIBSTER BEFIRST one that fibs (to tell trivial lie) [n -S] 

FICTION CFIINOT literary work whose content is produced by imagination [n -S] 

FICTIVE CEFIITV imaginary [adj] 

FIDEISM DEFIIMS reliance on faith rather than reason [n -S] 

FIDEIST DEFIIST believer in fideism [n -S] 

FIGMENT EFGIMNT product of mental invention [n -S] 

FLAMENS AEFLMNS FLAMEN, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

FLECHES CEEFHLS FLECHE, steeple [n] 

FOLKWAY AFKLOWY traditional custom of people [n -S] 

FORBODE BDEFOOR forebode (to indicate in advance) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

FRIARLY AFILRRY FRIAR, member of religious order [adj] 

FUNERAL AEFLNRU ceremony held for dead person [n -S] 
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GAMIEST AEGIMST GAMEY, gamy (plucky (brave and spirited)) [adj] / GAMY [adj] 

GENTILE EEGILNT non-Jewish person [n -S] 

GENUINE EEGINNU authentic (conforming to fact and therefore worthy of belief) [adj] 

GEOIDAL ADEGILO GEOID, hypothetical surface of earth [adj] 

GHOSTED DEGHOST GHOST, to haunt (to visit frequently) [v] 

GHOSTLY GHLOSTY spectral (resembling specter (visible disembodied spirit)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GHOULIE EGHILOU ghoul (demon (evil spirit)) [n -S] 

GIAOURS AGIORSU GIAOUR, non-Muslim [n] 

GLAMOUR AGLMORU to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GLORIED DEGILOR GLORY, to rejoice proudly [v] 

GLORIES EGILORS GLORY, to rejoice proudly [v] 

GLORIFY FGILORY to bestow honor or praise upon [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

GNOMISH GHIMNOS resembling gnome (dwarf (extremely small person)) [adj] 

GNOSTIC CGINOST adherent of gnosticism [n -S] 

GOBLINS BGILNOS GOBLIN. evil or mischievous creature [n] 

GODDAMN ADDGMNO offensive word [v -ED, ING, -S] 

GODDAMS ADDGMOS GODDAM, offensive word [v] 

GODDESS DDEGOSS female god [n -ES] 

GODDING DDGGINO GOD, to treat as god (supernatural being) [v] 

GODHEAD ADDEGHO godhood (state of being god) [n -S] 

GODHOOD DDGHOOO state of being god [n -S] 

GODLESS DEGLOSS worshiping no god [adj] 

GODLIER DEGILOR GODLY, pious (marked by religious reverence) [adj] 

GODLIKE DEGIKLO divine (pertaining to or characteristic of god) [adj] 

GODLILY DGILLOY GODLY, pious (marked by religious reverence) [adv] 

GODLING DGGILNO lesser god [n -S] 

GODSEND DDEGNOS unexpected boon [n -S] 

GODSHIP DGHIOPS rank of god [n -S] 

GODSONS DGNOOSS GODSON, male godchild (one whom person sponsors at baptism) [n] 

GODWARD ADDGORW toward God [adv] 

GOSPELS EGLOPSS GOSPEL, message concerning Christ, kingdom of God, and salvation [n] 

GRAMARY AAGMRRY gramarye (occult learning; magic) [n -RIES] 

GREMIAL AEGILMR lap cloth used by bishop during service [n -S] 

GREMLIN EGILMNR mischievous creature [n -S] 

GRIFFIN FFGIINR mythological creature [n -S] 

GRIFFON FFGINOR griffin (mythological creature) [n -S] 

GRIGRIS GGIIRRS GRIGRI, fetish or amulet [n] 

GRYPHON GHNOPRY griffin (mythological creature) [n -S] 

GUESSED DEEGSSU GUESS, to form opinion from little or no evidence [v] 

GUESSER EEGRSSU one that guesses (to form opinion from little or no evidence) [n -S] 

GUESSES EEGSSSU GUESS, to form opinion from little or no evidence [v] 

GUTLESS EGLSSTU lacking courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [adj] 

GUTSIER EGIRSTU GUTSY, brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [adj] 

GUTSILY GILSTUY in a gutsy (brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit))) manner [adv] 

GUTTIER EGIRTTU GUTTY, marked by courage [adj] 
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HADARIM AADHIMR HEDER, Jewish school [n] 

HADITHS ADHHIST HADITH, record of sayings of Mohammed [n] 

HADJEES ADEEHJS HADJEE, haji (one who has made haj (pilgrimage to Mecca)) [n] 

HAFIZES AEFHISZ HAFIZ, Muslim who knows Koran by heart [n] 

HAFTARA AAAFHRT haphtara (biblical selection) [n S, -ROT, -ROTH] 

HAGADIC AACDGHI haggadic (biblical narrative) [adj] 

HAGBORN ABGHNOR born of witch [adj] 

HAGGADA AAADGGH haggadah (biblical narrative) [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH] 

HAKEEMS AEEHKMS HAKEEM, hakim (Muslim physician) [n] 

HALCYON ACHLNOY mythical bird [n -S] 

HALIDOM ADHILMO something holy [n -S] 

HALLALS AAHLLLS HALLAL, to halal (to slaughter animal according to Muslim law) [v] 

HALLELS AEHLLLS HALLEL, chant of praise [n] 

HALLOWS AHLLOSW HALLOW, to make holy (having divine nature or origin) [v] 

HAMATSA AAAHMST dance inspired by spirit of man-eating monster [n -S] 

HAWALAS AAAHLSW HAWALA, type of financial arrangement in Islamic societies [n] 

HAZANIM AAHIMNZ HAZAN, cantor (religious singer) [n] 

HAZZANS AAHNSZZ HAZZAN, hazan (cantor (religious singer)) [n] 

HEALERS AEEHLRS HEALER, one that heals (to make sound or whole) [n] 

HEARTED ADEEHRT HEART, to hearten (to give courage to) [v] 

HEARTEN AEEHNRT to give courage to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HEATHEN AEEHHNT uncivilized person [n -S] 

HEAVENS AEEHNSV HEAVEN, sky [n] 

HEDARIM ADEHIMR HEDER, Jewish school [n] 

HEGIRAS AEGHIRS HEGIRA, exodus (movement away) [n] 

HEGUMEN EEGHMNU head of monastery [n -S] 

HEJIRAS AEHIJRS HEJIRA, hegira (exodus (movement away)) [n] 

HERETIC CEEHIRT one that upholds heresy [n -S] 

HEROINE EEHINOR brave woman [n -S] 

HEXEREI EEEHIRX witchcraft [n -S] 

HIJRAHS AHHIJRS HIJRAH, hegira (exodus (movement away)) [n] 

HOBBITS BBHIOST HOBBIT, fictitious creature that lives underground [n] 

HOBLIKE BEHIKLO suggestive of elf [adj] 

HOLIEST EHILOST HOLY, having divine nature or origin [adj] 

HOLISMS HILMOSS HOLISM, philosophical theory [n] 

HOLISTS HILOSST HOLIST, one who adheres to theory of holism [n] 

HOLYDAY ADHLOYY religious holiday [n -S] 

HONESTY EHNOSTY truthfulness [n -TIES] 

HOODOOS DHOOOOS HOODOO, to jinx (to bring bad luck to) [v] 

HOPEFUL EFHLOPU one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition) [n -S] 

HOSANNA AAHNNOS to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOUNGAN AGHNNOU voodoo priest [n -S] 

HOUSELS EHLOSSU HOUSEL, to administer Eucharist to [v] 

HUPPAHS AHHPPSU HUPPAH, chuppah (canopy used at Jewish wedding) [n] 
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HYMNALS AHLMNSY HYMNAL, book of hymns [n] 

HYMNARY AHMNRYY hymnal (book of hymns) [n -RIES] 

HYMNING GHIMNNY HYMN, to sing hymn (song of praise to God) [v] 

HYMNIST HIMNSTY one who composes hymns [n -S] 

HYMNODY DHMNOYY singing of hymns [n -DIES] 
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IDOLISE DEIILOS to idolize (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [v -D, SING, -S] 

IDOLISM DIILMOS idolatry (worship of idols) [n -S] 

IDOLIZE DEIILOZ to worship (to honor and love as divine being) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ILLOGIC CGIILLO absence of logic [n -S] 

IMAGERS AEGIMRS IMAGER, one that images (to imagine (to form mental picture of)) [n] 

IMAGERY AEGIMRY mental pictures [n -RIES] 

IMAGINE AEGIIMN to form mental picture of [v -D, -NING, -S] 

IMAGING AGGIIMN IMAGE, to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v] 

IMAMATE AAEIMMT office of imam [n -S] 

IMMORAL AILMMOR contrary to established morality [adj] 

IMPAVID ADIIMPV brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [adj] 

IMPIETY EIIMPTY lack of piety [n -TIES] 

INBEING BEGIINN state of being inherent (existing in something as essential characteristic) [n -S] 

INCANTS ACINNST INCANT, to utter ritually [v] 

INCUBUS BCINSUU demon (evil spirit) [n -ES, -BI] 

INDULTS DILNSTU INDULT, privilege granted by pope [n] 

INFERNO EFINNOR place that resembles or suggests hell [n -S] 

INFIDEL DEFIILN one who has no religious faith [n -S] 

INFULAE AEFILNU INFULA, either of two ribbons on bishop's miter [n] 

INSANER AEINNRS INSANE, mentally unsound [adj] 

INSOULS ILNOSSU INSOUL, to ensoul (to endow with soul) [v] 

INTROIT IINORTT music sung at beginning of worship service [n -S] 

INUKSUK IKKNSUU inukshuk (figure of human made of stones) [n -UIT, -S] 

INVOKED DEIKNOV INVOKE, to appeal to for aid [v] 

INVOKER EIKNORV one that invokes (to appeal to for aid) [n -S] 

INVOKES EIKNOSV INVOKE, to appeal to for aid [v] 

IRENICS CEIINRS branch of theology [n] 
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JEHADIS ADEHIJS JEHADI, jihadi (Muslim who participates in jihad) [n] 

JEOPARD ADEJOPR to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JIHADIS ADHIIJS JIHADI, Muslim who participates in jihad [n] 

JUDGIER DEGIJRU JUDGEY, judgy (judgemental) [adj] / JUDGY [adj] 

JUJUISM IJJMSUU system of beliefs connected with jujus [n -S] 

JUJUIST IJJSTUU follower of jujuism [n -S] 

JUMBIES BEIJMSU JUMBIE, spirit of dead person [n] 

JUSTEST EJSSTTU JUST, acting in conformity with what is morally good [adj] 
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KABALAS AAABKLS KABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

KABBALA AAABBKL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

KACHINA AACHIKN ancestral spirit [n -S] 

KADDISH ADDHIKS Jewish prayer [n -ES or -IM] 

KALIPHS AHIKLPS KALIPH, caliph (Muslim leader) [n] 

KASHERS AEHKRSS KASHER, to kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [v] 

KASHRUT AHKRSTU kashruth (Jewish dietary laws) [n -S] 

KATCINA AACIKNT kachina (ancestral spirit) [n -S] 

KATSINA AAIKNST kachina (ancestral spirit) [n -M, -S] 

KEBLAHS ABEHKLS KEBLAH, kiblah (direction toward which Muslims face while praying) [n] 

KELPIES EEIKLPS KELPIE, water sprite [n] 

KENOSIS EIKNOSS incarnation of Christ [n -ES] 

KENOTIC CEIKNOT KENOSIS, incarnation of Christ [adj] 

KERYGMA AEGKMRY preaching of gospel [n -S, -TA] 

KHALIFA AAFHIKL caliph (Muslim leader) [n -S] 

KHALIFS AFHIKLS KHALIF, caliph (Muslim leader) [n] 

KHAZENS AEHKNSZ KHAZEN, hazzan (hazan (cantor (religious singer))) [n] 

KIBLAHS ABHIKLS KIBLAH, direction toward which Muslims face while praying [n] 

KIDDUSH DDHIKSU Jewish prayer (over wine) [n -ES] 

KINARAS  AAIKNRS KINARA, candelabra with seven candlesticks (to celebrate Kwanzaa) (Swahili) [n] 

KIRKMAN AIKKMNR member of church [n -MEN] 

KOBOLDS BDKLOOS KOBOLD, elf (small, often mischievous fairy) [n] 

KOSHERS EHKORSS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v] 

KRAKENS AEKKNRS KRAKEN, legendary sea monster [n] 

KUMKUMS KKMMSUU KUMKUM, red powder used by Hindu women [n] 
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LABARUM AABLMRU ecclesiastical banner [n -RA, -S] 

LAICISE ACEIILS to laicize (to free from clerical control) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LAICISM ACIILMS political system free from clerical control [n -S] 

LAICIZE ACEIILZ to free from clerical control [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LAITIES AEIILST LAITY, nonclerical membership of religious faith [n] 

LATRIAS AAILRST LATRIA, supreme worship given to God only, in Roman Catholicism [n] 

LAUDERS ADELRSU LAUDER, one that lauds (to praise (to express approval or admiration of)) [n] 

LAUDING ADGILNU LAUD, to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v] 

LAVABOS AABLOSV LAVABO, ceremonial washing in certain Christian churches [n] 

LECTION CEILNOT portion of sacred writing read in church service [n -S] 

LECTORS CELORST LECTOR, reader of lessons in church service [n] 

LEFTISM EFILMST liberal political philosophy [n -S] 

LEFTIST EFILSTT advocate of leftism (liberal political philosophy) [n -S] 

LEGENDS DEEGLNS LEGEND, unverified story from earlier times [n] 

LEHAYIM AEHILMY traditional Jewish toast [n -S] 
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LEMMATA AAELMMT LEMMA, type of proposition in logic [n] 

LEMURES EELMRSU ghosts of dead in ancient Roman religion [n] 

LIBBERS BBEILRS LIBBER, offensive word [n] 

LINGAMS AGILMNS LINGAM, Hindu phallic symbol [n] 

LIONISE EIILNOS to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LIONIZE EIILNOZ to treat or regard as celebrity [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LIPPENS EILNPPS LIPPEN, to trust (to place confidence in) [v] 

LITURGY GILRTUY prescribed system of public worship [n -GIES] 

LOGICAL ACGILLO pertaining to logic (science of reasoning) [adj] 

LOOKISM IKLMOOS discrimination based on physical appearance [n -S] 

LOOKIST IKLOOST one that practices lookism (discrimination based on physical appearance) [n -S] 

LOONIER EILNOOR LOONEY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] / LOONY [adj] 

LOONILY ILLNOOY LOONY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adv] 

LOUTING GILNOTU LOUT, to bow in respect [v] 

LOYALER AELLORY LOYAL, faithful to one's allegiance [adj] 

LOYALTY ALLOTYY state of being loyal (faithful to one's allegiance) [n -TIES] 

LUCIFER CEFILRU friction match / devil [n -S] 

LUNIEST EILNSTU LUNY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] 

LUSTRAL ALLRSTU pertaining to lustrum (ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome) [adj] 

LUSTRUM LMRSTUU ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome [n -RA, -S] 

LYINGLY GILLNYY falsely (contrary to truth or fact) [adv] 
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MACHZOR ACHMORZ mahzor (Jewish prayer book) [n -S, -IM] 

MACUMBA AABCMMU religion practiced in Brazil [n -S] 

MADDEST ADDEMST MAD, insane (mentally unsound) [adj] 

MADNESS ADEMNSS state of being mad (insane (mentally unsound)) [n -ES] 

MADRASA AAADMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MAFTIRS AFIMRST MAFTIR, concluding section of parashah [n] 

MAGIANS AAGIMNS MAGIAN, magus (magician (one skilled in magic)) [n] 

MAGICAL AACGILM resembling magic [adj] 

MAHANTS AAHMNST MAHANT, chief Hindu priest [n] 

MAHATMA AAAHMMT Hindu sage [n -S] 

MAHZORS AHMORSZ MAHZOR, Jewish prayer book [n] 

MAMMETS AEMMMST MAMMET, maumet (idol (object of worship)) [n] 

MANDALA AAADLMN Hindu or Buddhist graphic symbol of universe [n -S] 

MANITOS AIMNOST MANITO, manitou (Algonquian Indian deity) [n] 

MANITOU AIMNOTU Algonquian Indian deity [n -S] 

MANITUS AIMNSTU MANITU, manitou (Algonquian Indian deity) [n] 

MANTRAM AAMMNRT mantra (mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism) [n -S] 

MANTRAS AAMNRST MANTRA, mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism [n] 

MANTRIC ACIMNRT MANTRA, mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism [adj] 

MARRANO AAMNORR Jew in Spain who professed Christianity to avoid persecution [n -S] 

MARTYRS AMRRSTY MARTYR, to put to death for adhering to belief [v] 

MARTYRY AMRRTYY shrine erected in honor of martyred person [n -RIES] 
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MASCOTS ACMOSST MASCOT, person, animal, or object believed to bring good luck [n] 

MASJIDS ADIJMSS MASJID, mosque (Muslim house of worship) [n] 

MASJIDS ADIJMSS MASJID, mosque (Muslim house of worship) [n] 

MATTOID ADIMOTT mentally unbalanced person [n -S] 

MAUMETS AEMMSTU MAUMET, idol (object of worship) [n] 

MEDRESE DEEEMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MEEKEST EEEKMST MEEK, lacking in spirit and courage [adj] 

MEGILLA AEGILLM megillah (long, involved story) [n -S] 

MELAMED ADEELMM teacher in Jewish school [n -IM] 

MENORAH AEHMNOR candleholder used in Jewish worship [n -S] 

MERCIES CEEIMRS MERCY, compassion shown to offender or enemy [n] 

MERMAID ADEIMMR legendary marine creature [n -S] 

MESHUGA AEGHMSU crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

MESSIAH AEHIMSS expected liberator [n -S] 

MEZUZAH AEHMUZZ Judaic scroll [n -S, -ZOT, -ZOTH] 

MEZUZAS AEMSUZZ MEZUZA, mezuzah (Judaic scroll) [n] 

MEZUZOT EMOTUZZ MEZUZAH, Judaic scroll [n] 

MIDRASH ADHIMRS early Jewish interpretation of biblical text [n -IM, -OTH, -OT] 

MIKVAHS AHIKMSV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n] 

MIKVEHS EHIKMSV MIKVEH, mikvah (place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews) [n] 

MIKVOTH HIKMOTV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n] 

MIMBARS ABIMMRS MIMBAR, minbar (Muslim pulpit) [n] 

MINARET AEIMNRT slender tower attached to mosque [n] 

MINBARS ABIMNRS MINBAR, Muslim pulpit [n] 

MINDSET DEIMNST fixed mental attitude [n -S] 

MINSTER EIMNRST large or important church [n -S] 

MINYANS AIMNNSY MINYAN, minimum number required to be present for conduct of Jewish service [n] 

MIRACLE ACEILMR event ascribed to supernatural or divine origin [n -S] 

MISSALS AILMSSS MISSAL, prayer book [n] 

MITERED DEEIMRT MITER, to raise to rank of bishop [v] 

MITERER EEIMRRT one that miters (to raise to rank of bishop) [n -S] 

MITRING GIIMNRT MITRE, to miter (to raise to rank of bishop) [v] 

MITSVAH AHIMSTV mitzvah (commandment of Jewish law) [n -S, -VOTH] 

MITZVAH AHIMTVZ commandment of Jewish law [n -S, -VOTH] 

MOHALIM AHILMMO MOHEL, person who performs Jewish ritual circumcisions [n] 

MOHELIM EHILMMO MOHEL, person who performs Jewish ritual circumcisions [n] 

MOKSHAS AHKMOSS MOKSHA, final release of soul from reincarnations in Hinduism [n] 

MOLLAHS AHLLMOS MOLLAH, mullah (Muslim religious leader or teacher) [n] 

MONISMS IMMNOSS MONISM, philosophical theory [n] 

MONISTS IMNOSST MONIST, adherent of monism [n] 

MONKERY EKMNORY mode of life of monks [n -RIES] 

MONKISH HIKMNOS pertaining to monks (man who is member of secluded religious order) [adj] 

MONSTER EMNORST strange or terrifying creature [n -S] 

MORALLY ALLMORY in moral manner [adv] 

MOSQUES EMOQSSU MOSQUE, Muslim house of worship [n] 

MOTTOES EMOOSTT MOTTO, short expression of guiding principle [n] 
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MOZETTA AEMOTTZ mozzetta (hooded cape worn by bishops) [n -S, -TE] 

MUEDDIN DDEIMNU muezzin (Muslim crier who calls faithful to prayer) [n -S] 

MUEZZIN EIMNUZZ Muslim crier who calls faithful to prayer [n -S] 

MULLAHS AHLLMSU MULLAH, Muslim religious leader or teacher [n] 

MUMMIED DEIMMMU MUMMY, to mummify (to preserve by embalming) [v] 

MUMMIES EIMMMSU MUMMY, to mummify (to preserve by embalming) [v] 

MUMMIFY FIMMMUY to preserve by embalming [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

MUSEFUL EFLMSUU pensive (engaged in deep thought) [adj] 

MUSJIDS DIJMSSU MUSJID, mosque (Muslim house of worship) [n] 

MYSTICS CIMSSTY MYSTIC, one who professes to have had mystical experiences [n] 

MYTHIER EHIMRTY MYTHY, resembling myth (type of traditional story) [adj] 
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NARCIST ACINRST one given to narcism [n -S] 

NARTHEX AEHNRTX vestibule in church [n -ES] 

NERVING EGINNRV NERVE, to give courage to [v] 

NIRVANA AAINNRV blessed state in Buddhism [n -S] 

NOCTURN CNNORTU religious service [n -S] 

NOMISMS IMMNOS NOMISM, strict adherence to moral law [n] 

NONBODY BDNNOOY person's nonphysical nature [n -DIES] 

NOVENAE AEENNOV NOVENA, religious devotion lasting nine days [n] 

NOVENAS AENNOSV NOVENA, religious devotion lasting nine days [n] 

NUDISMS DIMNSU NUDISM, practice of going nude [n] 

NUDISTS DINSTU NUDIST, advocate of nudism (practice of going nude) [n] 

NUNCIOS CINNOSU NUNCIO, ambassador from pope [n] 

NUNLIKE EIKLNNU resembling nun (woman belonging to religious order) [adj] 

NUNNERY ENNNRUY religious house for nuns [n -RIES] 

NUNNISH HINNNSU of, pertaining to, or characteristic of nun [adj] 

NUPTIAL AILNPTU wedding (marriage ceremony) [n -S] 

NUTSIER EINRSTU NUTSY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

NYMPHAL AHLMNPY NYMPH, female spirit [adj] 
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OBJECTS BCEJOST OBJECT, to argue in opposition [v] 

OBLATES ABELOST OBLATE, layman residing in monastery [n] 

OBSEQUY BEOQSUY funeral rite [n -UIES] 

OCCULTS CCLOSTU OCCULT, to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery) [v] 

OFFENCE CEEFFNO offense (violation of moral or social code) [n -S] 

OFFENSE EEFFNOS violation of moral or social code [n -S] 

OGREISH EGHIORS resembling ogre (monster (strange or terrifying creature)) [adj] 

OGREISM EGIMORS state of being ogreish (resembling ogre (monster (strange or terrifying creature))) [n -S] 

OGRISMS GIMORSS OGRISM, ogreism (state of being ogreish (resembling ogre (monster))) [n] 

OMENING EGIMNNO OMEN, to be omen (prophetic sign) of [v] 

OMNIFIC CFIIMNO unlimited in creative power [adj] 
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OPINING GIINNOP OPINE, to hold or state as opinion [v] 

OPINION IINNOOP conclusion or judgment one holds to be true [n -S] 

ORACLES ACELORS ORACLE, person through whom deity is believed to speak [n] 

ORATURE AEORRTU oral forms of literature, such as folklore [n -S] 

ORDINES DEINORS ORDO, calendar of religious directions [n] 

ORISHAS AHIORSS ORISHA, Yoruba deity [n] 

ORISONS INOORSS ORISON, prayer (devout petition to deity) [n] 

OSSUARY AORSSUY receptacle for bones of dead [n -RIES] 

OSTIARY AIORSTY doorkeeper at church [n -RIES] 

OUTJINX IJNOTUX to surpass in jinxing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTLOOK KLOOOTU point of view [n -S] 

OUTPRAY AOPRTUY to surpass in praying [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSINS INOSSTU OUTSIN, to surpass in sinning [v] 

OUTWISH HIOSTUW to surpass in wishing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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PAGODAS AADGOPS PAGODA, Far Eastern temple [n] 

PALMERS AELMPRS PALMER, religious pilgrim [n] 

PALMIST AILMPST fortune-teller [n -S] 

PANGENE AEEGNNP pangen (hypothetical heredity-controlling particle of protoplasm) [n -S] 

PANGENS AEGNNPS PANGEN, hypothetical heredity-controlling particle of protoplasm [n] 

PAPALLY AALLPPY PAPAL, pertaining to pope (head of Roman Catholic Church) [adv] 

PARABLE AABELPR simple story conveying moral or religious lesson [n -S] 

PARADOX AADOPRX statement seemingly contradictory or absurd yet perhaps true [n -ES] 

PARSONS ANOPRSS PARSON, clergyman [n] 

PARTONS ANOPRST PARTON, hypothetical atomic particle [n] 

PARVISE AEIPRSV parvis (enclosed area in front of church) [n -S] 

PASCHAL AACHLPS candle used in certain religious ceremonies [n -S] 

PASTORS AOPRSST PASTOR, to serve as spiritual overseer of [v] 

PAYNIMS AIMNPSY PAYNIM, pagan (follower of polytheistic religion) [n] 

PECCANT ACCENPT sinful [adj] 

PECCAVI ACCEIPV confession of sin [n -S] 

PENANCE ACEENNP to impose type of punishment upon [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PENATES AEENPST Roman gods of household [n] 

PENSEES EEENPSS PENSEE, thought (product of thinking) [n] 

PENSIVE EEINPSV engaged in deep thought [adj] 

PERFIDY DEFIPRY deliberate breach of faith or trust [n -DIES] 

PERIAPT AEIPPRT amulet (object worn to protect against evil or injury) [n -S] 

PERITUS EIPRSTU expert theologian [n -TI] 

PHANTOM AHMNOPT something existing in appearance only [n -S] 

PHILTER EHILPRT to put under spell of love potion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PHILTRE EHILPRT to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PHOENIX EHINOPX mythical bird [n -ES] 

PHOTINO HINOOPT hypothetical elementary particle [n -S] 

PIETIES EEIIPST PIETY, quality or state of being pious (marked by religious reverence) [n] 
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PIETISM EIIMPST piety (quality or state of being pious (marked by religious reverence)) [n -S] 

PIETIST EIIPSTT pious person (marked by religious reverence) [n -S] 

PILGRIM GIILMPR to travel to holy place for religious reasons [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIOSITY IIOPSTY excessive show of piety [n -TIES] 

PIOUSLY ILOPSUY PIOUS, marked by religious reverence [adv] 

PISCINA ACIINPS basin used in certain church ceremonies [n -S, -E] 

PISHOGE EGHIOPS pishogue (evil spell) [n -S] 

PIXYISH HIIPSXY PIXY, playfully mischievous fairy or elf [adj] 

PLEDGED DDEEGLP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PLEDGEE DEEEGLP one to whom something is pledged [n -S] 

PLEDGER DEEGLPR one that pledges something [n -S] 

PLEDGES DEEGLPS PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PLEDGOR DEGLOPR pledger (one that pledges something) [n -S] 

PLENISM EILMNPS doctrine that space is fully occupied by matter [n -S] 

PLENIST EILNPST advocate of plenism (doctrine that space is fully occupied by matter) [n -S] 

PLEROMA AELMOPR fullness of divine powers [n -S] 

PLIGHTS GHILPST PLIGHT, to promise or bind by solemn pledge [v] 

PNEUMAS AEMNPSU PNEUMA, soul or spirit [n] 

POGROMS GMOOPRS POGROM, to massacre systematically [v] 

POLLIST ILLOPST poller (one that polls (to question for purpose of surveying public opinion)) [n -S] 

PONTIFF FFINOPT pope or bishop [n -S] 

POPEDOM DEMOOPP office of pope (head of Roman Catholic Church) [n -S] 

PORTEND DENOPRT to serve as omen of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PORTENT ENOPRTT omen [n -S] 

POTIONS INOOPST POTION, magical or medicinal drink [n] 

POTLACH ACHLOPT ceremonial feast [n -ES] 

PRAJNAS AAJNPRS PRAJNA, ultimate knowledge in Buddhism and Hinduism [n] 

PRAYERS AEPRRSY PRAYER, devout petition to deity [n] 

PRAYING AGINPRY PRAY, to address prayers to [v] 

PREBEND BDEENPR clergyman's stipend [n -S] 

PRECENT CEENPRT to lead church choir in singing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRELACY ACELPRY office of prelate (high-ranking clergyman) [n -CIES] 

PRELATE AEELPRT high-ranking clergyman [n -S]  

PRELIFE EEFILPR life conceived as lived before one's earthly life [n -IVES] 

PREMISS EIMPRSS proposition in logic [n -ES] 

PRESAGE AEEGPRS to foretell (to tell of or about in advance) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PRESTER EEPRRST priest [n -S] 

PRESUME EEMPRSU to take for granted [v -D, -MING, -S] 

PREVISE EEIPRSV to foresee (to see in advance) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PRIESTS EIPRSST PRIEST, to ordain as priest (one authorized to perform religious rites) [v] 

PROFANE AEFNOPR to treat with irreverence or abuse [v -D, -NING, -S] 

PROPHET EHOPPRT one who predicts [n -S] 

PROTEUS EOPRSTU one that readily changes his appearance or principles [n -S]  

PROTYLE ELOPRTY hypothetical substance from which all elements are supposedly derived [n -S] 

PROTYLS LOPRSTY PROTYL, protyle (hypothetical substance from which all elements are supposedly derived) [n] 

PROVERB BEOPRRV to make byword of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PROVERS EOPRRSV PROVER, one that proves (to establish truth or validity of) [n] 

PROVING GINOPRV PROVE, to establish truth or validity of [v] 

PROWEST EOPRSTW PROW, brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [adj] 

PRUDERY DEPRRUY excessive regard for propriety, modesty, or morality [n -RIES] 

PSALMED ADELMPS PSALM, to praise in psalms (sacred songs) [v] 

PSIONIC CIINOPS pertaining to practical use of psychic powers [adj] 

PSYCHED CDEHPSY PSYCH, to put into proper frame of mind [v] 

PSYCHES CEHPSSY PSYCHE, mental structure of person [n] 

PSYCHIC CCHIPSY one sensitive to extrasensory phenomena [n -S] 

PSYCHOS CHOPSSY PSYCHO, mentally unstable person [n] 

PSYWARS APRSSWY PSYWAR, psychological warfare [n] 

PULPITS ILPPSTU PULPIT, platform in church [n] 

PUNDITS DINPSTU PUNDIT, Hindu scholar [n] 

PURANAS AANPRSU PURANA, Hindu scripture [n] 

PURANIC ACINPRU PURANA, Hindu scripture [adj] 

PURISMS IMPRSSU PURISM (strict adherence to traditional correctness) [n] 

PURISTS IPRSSTU PURIST, one who practices purism (strict adherence to traditional correctness) [n] 
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QABALAH AAABHLQ cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

QABALAS AAABLQS QABALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

QUERIST EIQRSTU one who queries [n -S] 

QUIETUS EIQSTUU final settlement [n -ES] 
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RABBIES ABBEIRS RABBI, Jewish spiritual leader [n] 

RABBINS ABBINRS RABBIN, rabbi (Jewish spiritual leader) [n] 

RABBONI ABBINOR master; teacher -- used as Jewish title of respect [n -S] 

RACISMS ACIMRSS RACISM, doctrine of racial superiority [n] 

RACISTS ACIRSST RACIST, advocate of racism (doctrine of racial superiority) [n] 

REALEST AEELRST REAL, having actual existence [adj] 

REALIST AEILRST one who is concerned with fact or reality [n -S] 

RECTORS CEORRST RECTOR, clergyman in charge of parish [n] 

RECTORY CEORRTY rector's (clergyman in charge of parish) dwelling [n -RIES] 

REFUTAL AEFLRTU act of refuting (to prove to be false or erroneous) [n -S] 

REFUTED DEEFRTU REFUTE, to prove to be false or erroneous [v] 

REFUTER EEFRRTU one that refutes (to prove to be false or erroneous) [n -S] 

REFUTES EEFRSTU REFUTE, to prove to be false or erroneous [v] 

REIFIED DEEFIIR REIFY, to regard as real or concrete [v] 

REIFIER EEFIIRR one that reifies (to regard as real or concrete) [n -S] 

REIFIES EEFIIRS REIFY, to regard as real or concrete [v] 

REQUIEM EEIMQRU musical composition for dead [n -S] 

REREDOS DEEORRS ornamental screen behind altar [n -ES] 

RETABLE ABEELRT raised shelf above altar [n -S] 
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RETABLO ABELORT retable (raised shelf above altar) [n -S] 

RETHINK EHIKNRT THINK, to formulate in mind [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

REVERED DEEERRV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v] 

REVERER EEERRRV one that reveres (to regard with great respect) [n -S] 

REVERES EEERRSV REVERE, to regard with great respect [v] 

RITUALS AILRSTU RITUAL, system of rites [n] 

ROOTERS EOORRST ROOTER, one that gives encouragement or support [n] 
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SABBATH AABBHST sabbat (assembly of demons and witches) [n -S] 

SABBATS AABBSST SABBAT, assembly of demons and witches [n] 

SACRING ACGINRS consecration of bread and wine of Eucharist [n -S] 

SACRIST ACIRSST person in charge of sacristy [n -S] 

SADDHUS ADDHSSU SADDHU, sadhu (Hindu holy man) [n] 

SAINING AGIINNS SAIN, to make sign of cross on [v] 

SAINTED ADEINST SAINT, to declare to be saint (person of exceptional holiness) [v] 

SAINTLY AILNSTY of or befitting saint [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SAMADHI AADHIMS state of concentration in yoga [n -S] 

SAMSARA AAAMRSS cycle of birth, death, and rebirth in Buddhism [n -S] 

SANCTUM ACMNSTU sacred place [n -TA, -S] 

SANDMAN AADMNNS mythical person who makes children sleepy by sprinkling sand in their eyes [n -MEN] 

SANGHAS AAGHNSS SANGHA, Buddhist religious community [n] 

SANTERA AAENRST priestess of santeria [n -S] 

SANTERO AENORST priest of santeria [n -S] 

SANYASI AAINSSY sannyasi (Hindu monk) [n -S] 

SATANIC AACINST extremely evil [adj] 

SATORIS AIORSST SATORI, illumination of spirit sought by Zen Buddhists [n] 

SATSANG AAGNSST sacred gathering in Hinduism [n -S] 

SATYRIC ACIRSTY SATYR, woodland deity of Greek mythology [adj] 

SAVIORS AIORSSV SAVIOR, one that saves (to rescue from danger, injury, or loss) [n] 

SAVIOUR AIORSUV savior (one that saves (to rescue from danger, injury, or loss)) [n -S] 

SAYINGS AGINSSY SAYING, maxim (brief statement of general truth or principle) [n] 

SCEPTIC CCEIPST skeptic (person who doubts generally accepted ideas) [n -S] 

SCHIZOS CHIOSSZ SCHIZO, schizoid (person affected with type of psychotic disorder) [n] 

SCRUPLE CELPRSU to hesitate because of ethical considerations [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCRYERS CERRSSY SCRYER, one that scries (to foretell future by using crystal ball) [n] 

SCRYING CGINRSY SCRY, to foretell future by using crystal ball [v] 

SEANCES ACEENSS SEANCE, meeting of persons seeking spiritualistic messages [n] 

SECONDS CDENOSS SECOND, to give support or encouragement to [v] 

SECTARY ACERSTY member of sect [n -RIES] 

SEDARIM ADEIMRS SEDER, Jewish ceremonial dinner [n] 

SEDILIA ADEIILS SEDILE, one of seats in church for use of officiating clergy [n] 

SEEMERS EEEMRSS SEEMER, one that seems (to give impression of being) [n] 

SEEMING EEGIMNS outward appearance [n -S] / SEEM, to give impression of being [v] 

SEERESS EEERSSS female seer (prophet (one who predicts)) [n -ES] 
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SELKIES EEIKLSS SELKIE, creature in Scottish and Irish folklore [n] 

SENILES EEILNSS SENILE, one who exhibits senility (mental and physical infirmity due to old age) [n] 

SERAPHS  AEHPRSS SERAPH, winged celestial being [n] 

SERMONS EMNORSS SERMON, religious discourse [n] 

SEXISMS EIMSSSX SEXISM, prejudice or discrimination against women [n] 

SEXISTS EISSSTX SEXIST, one that practices sexism [n] 

SEXTONS ENOSSTX SEXTON, maintenance worker of church [n] 

SHAHADA AAADHHS Muslim profession of faith [n -S] 

SHAHEED ADEEHHS shahid (Muslim martyr) [n -S] 

SHAHIDS ADHHISS SHAHID, Muslim martyr [n] 

SHAITAN AAHINST evil spirit [n -S] 

SHALOMS AHLMOSS SHALOM, word used as Jewish greeting or farewell [n] 

SHAMANS AAHMNSS SHAMAN, medicine man among certain Native Americans [n] 

SHAMMAS AAHMMSS shammes (minor official of synagogue) [n -IM] 

SHAMMES AEHMMSS minor official of synagogue [n -IM] 

SHAMMOS AHMMOSS shammes (minor official of synagogue) [n -IM] 

SHANTIH AHHINST shanti (peace) [n -S] 

SHANTIS AHINSST SHANTI, peace [n] 

SHARIAH AAHHIRS sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n -S] 

SHARIAS AAHIRSS SHARIA, Islamic law based on Koran [n] 

SHARIAT AAHIRST sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n -S] 

SHEEPLE EEEHLPS people likened to sheep [n -S] 

SHEITAN AEHINST shaitan (evil spirit) [n -S] 

SHEITEL EEHILST wig worn by married Jewish woman [n -S] 

SHIBAHS ABHHISS SHIBAH, shiva (period of mourning) [n] 

SHIVAHS AHHISSV SHIVAH, shiva (period of mourning) [n] 

SHIVITI HIIISTV plaque with Hebrew verse [n -S] 

SHOCHET CEHHOST person who slaughters animals and fowl according to Jewish law [n -IM] 

SHOFARS AFHORSS SHOFAR, ram's-horn trumpet blown in certain Jewish rituals [n] 

SHOLOMS HLMOOSS SHOLOM, shalom (word used as Jewish greeting or farewell) [n] 

SHOPHAR AHHOPRS shofar (ram's-horn trumpet blown in certain Jewish rituals) [n -S, -HROTH] 

SHRIEVE EEHIRSV to shrive (to hear confession of and grant absolution to) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

SHRIFTS FHIRSST SHRIFT, act of shriving (to hear confession of and grant absolution to) [n] 

SHRINED DEHINRS SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v] 

SHRINES EHINRSS SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v] 

SHRIVED DEHIRSV SHRIVE, to hear confession of and grant absolution to [v] 

SHRIVEN EHINRSV SHRIVE, to hear confession of and grant absolution to [v] 

SHRIVER EHIRRSV one that shrives (to hear confession of and grant absolution to) [n -S] 

SHRIVES EHIRSSV SHRIVE, to hear confession of and grant absolution to [v] 

SHYNESS EHNSSSY state of being shy (timid (lacking courage or self-confidence)) [n -ES] 

SIBYLIC BCIILSY SIBYL, female prophet (one who predicts) [adj] 

SICKEES CEEIKSS SICKEE, sickie (emotionally sick person) [n] 

SIDDHAS ADDHISS SIDDHA, one who has attained perfection in Hinduism [n] 

SIDDURS DDIRSSU SIDDUR, Jewish prayer book [n] 

SILENUS EILNSSU woodland deity of Greek mythology [n -NI] 

SIMCHAS ACHIMSS SIMCHA, Jewish private party [n] 
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SINNERS EINNRSS SINNER, one that sins (to commit sin (offense against religious or moral law)) [n] 

SINNING GIINNNS SIN, to commit sin (offense against religious or moral law) [v] 

SKEPSIS EIKPSSS attitude or outlook of skeptic [n -ES] 

SKEPTIC CEIKPST person who doubts generally accepted ideas [n -S] 

SKOOKUM KKMOOSU evil spirit [n -S] 

SKYHOOK HKKOOSY hook conceived as being suspended from sky [n -S] 

SLEAZOS AELOSSZ SLEAZO, sleazoid (person of low morals or character) [n] 

SMRITIS IIMRSST SMRITI, text of Hindu religious teachings [n] 

SOOTHLY HLOOSTY in truth [adv] 

SOPHIST HIOPSST one that uses sophisms [n -S] 

SORITES EIORSST type of argument used in logic [n SORITES] 

SORITIC CIIORST SORITES, type of argument used in logic [adj] 

SPAEING AEGINPS act of foretelling (to tell of or about in advance) [n -S] / SPAE, to foretell (to tell of or about in advance) [v] 

SPECTER CEEPRST visible disembodied spirit [n -S] 

SPECTRE CEEPRST specter (visible disembodied spirit) [n -S] 

SQUARKS AKQRSSU SQUARK, hypothetical boson analogue of quark [n] 

SRADDHA AADDHRS sradha (Hindu ceremonial offering) [n -S] 

SRADHAS AADHRSS SRADHA, Hindu ceremonial offering [n] 

STARETS AERSSTT spiritual adviser in Eastern Orthodox Church [n -RTSY] 

STATIST AISSTTT adherent of statism [n -S] 

STYLITE EILSTTY early Christian ascetic [n -S] 

SUBCULT BCLSTUU subdivision of cult [n -S] 

SUCCAHS ACCHSSU SUCCAH, sukkah (temporary shelter in which meals are eaten during Jewish festival) [n] 

SUCCOTH CCHOSTU SUCCAH, sukkah (temporary shelter in which meals are eaten during Jewish festival) [n] 

SUCCUBA ABCCSUU succubus (female demon (evil spirit)) [n -S, -E] 

SUKKAHS AHKKSSU SUKKAH, temporary shelter in which meals are eaten during Jewish festival [n] 

SUKKOTH HKKOSTU SUKKAH, temporary shelter in which meals are eaten during Jewish festival [n] 

SUNNAHS AHNNSSU SUNNAH, sunna (body of traditional Muslim law) [n] 

SUPPOSE EOPPSSU to assume to be true [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUPREME EEMPRSU highest in power or authority [adj -R, -ST] 

SUSPECT CEPSSTU to think guilty on slight evidence [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUTTEES EESSTTU SUTTEE, Hindu widow cremated on her husband's funeral pyre to show her devotion to him [n] 

SWAMIES AEIMSSW SWAMY, swami (Hindu religious teacher) [n] 

SWEVENS EENSSVW SWEVEN, dream or vision [n] 

SWITHER EHIRSTW to doubt (to be uncertain about) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SYNAGOG AGGNOSY building for Jewish worship [n -S] 

SYNODAL ADLNOSY SYNOD, church council [adj] 

SYNODIC CDINOSY SYNOD, church council [adj] 
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TALARIA AAAILRT winged sandals worn by various figures of classical mythology [n] 

TALLITH AHILLTT Jewish prayer shawl [n -S, -IM] 

TALLITS AILLSTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TANTRAS AANRSTT TANTRA, one of class of Hindu religious writings [n] 

TANTRIC ACINRTT TANTRA, one of class of Hindu religious writings [adj] 
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TAPERER AEEPRRT one that carries candle in religious procession [n -S] 

TARBUSH ABHRSTU tarboosh (cap worn by Muslim men) [n -ES] 

TATHATA AAAHTTT ultimate nature of all things in Buddhism [n -S] 

TEMPLED DEELMPT TEMPLE, house of worship [adj] 

TEMPLES EELMPST TEMPLE, house of worship [n] 

TEMPTED DEEMPTT TEMPT, to entice to commit unwise or immoral act [v] 

TEMPTER EEMPRTT one that tempts (to entice to commit unwise or immoral act) [n -S] 

TEOPANS AENOPST TEOPAN, teocalli (Aztec temple) [n] 

TEREFAH AEEFHRT tref (unfit for use according to Jewish law) [adj] 

TESTIFY EFISTTY to make declaration of truth under oath [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

TETCHED CDEEHTT crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

THEISMS EHIMSST THEISM, belief in existence of god [n] 

THEISTS EHISSTT THEIST, one who believes in existence of god [n] 

THEOLOG EGHLOOT student of theology [n -S] 

THEOREM EEHMORT proposition that is demonstrably true or is assumed to be so [n -S] 

THEURGY EGHRTUY divine intervention in human affairs [n -GIES] 

THINKER EHIKNRT one that thinks (to formulate in mind) [n -S] 

THOUGHT GHHOTTU product of thinking [n -S] / THINK, to formulate in mind [v] 

TIERCES CEEIRST TIERCE, one of seven canonical daily periods for prayer and devotion [n] 

TIMIDER DEIIMRT TIMID, lacking courage or self-confidence [adj] 

TIMIDLY DIILMTY TIMID, lacking courage or self-confidence [adv] 

TITHERS EHIRSTT TITHER, one that tithes (to pay tithe (small tax)) [n] 

TONSURE ENORSTU to shave head of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

TOTEMIC CEIMOTT TOTEM, natural object serving as emblem of family or clan [adj] 

TRIDUUM DIMRTUU period of three days of prayer [n -S] 

TROWTHS HORSTTW TROWTH, truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n] 

TRUISMS IMRSSTU TRUISM, obvious truth [n] 

TRUTHER EHRRTTU type of conspiracy theorist [n -S] 

TSADDIK ADDIKST zaddik (virtuous person by Jewish religious standards) [n -IM] 

TSARIST AIRSSTT czarist (supporter of czarism) [n -S] 

TUNICLE CEILNTU type of vestment (one of ceremonial garments of clergy) [n -S] 

TURBANS ABNRSTU TURBAN, head covering worn by Muslims [n] 

TZADDIK ADDIKTZ zaddik (virtuous person by Jewish religious standards) [n -IM] 

TZARIST AIRSTTZ czarist (supporter of czarism) [n -S] 

TZITZIS IISTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TZITZIT IITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 
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ULPANIM AILMNPU ULPAN, school in Israel for teaching Hebrew [n] 

UNBLEST BELNSTU BLEST, BLESS, to sanctify (to make holy (having divine nature or origin)) [adj] 

UNBLIND BDILNNU to free from blindness or illusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCRAZY ACNRUYZ not crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj -ZIER, -ZIEST] 

UNCTION CINNOTU act of anointing (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [n -S] 

UNDINES DEINNSU UNDINE, female water spirit [n] 

UNFAITH AFHINTU lack of faith [n -S]  
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UNFROCK CFKNORU to divest of ecclesiastical authority [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNGODLY DGLNOUY impious (not pious) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

UNICORN CINNORU mythical horselike creature [n -S] 

UNKNOWN KNNNOUW one that is not known [n -S] 

UNLIVED DEILNUV UNLIVE, to live so as to make amends for [v] 

UNLIVES EILNSUV UNLIVE, to live so as to make amends for [v] 

UNMITER EIMNRTU to depose from rank of bishop [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNMITRE EIMNRTU to unmiter (to depose from rank of bishop) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UNMORAL ALMNORU amoral (lacking sense of right and wrong) [adj] 

UNNERVE EENNRUV to deprive of courage [v -D, -VING, -S] 

UNSWEAR AENRSUW to retract something sworn [v -WORE, WORN, -ING, -S] 

UNTHINK HIKNNTU to dismiss from mind [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

UNTRUER ENRRTUU UNTRUE, TRUE, consistent with fact or reality [adj] 

UNTRULY LNRTUUY not truly (in conformity with fact or reality) [adv] 

UNTRUTH HNRTTUU something that is untrue [n -S] 

UNWISER EINRSUW UNWISE, WISE, having wisdom [adj] 

UTOPIAN AINOPTU one who believes in perfectibility of human society [n -S] 

UTOPIAS AIOPSTU UTOPIA, place of ideal perfection [n] 

UTOPISM IMOPSTU body of ideals or principles of utopian [n -S] 

UTOPIST IOPSTTU utopian (one who believes in perfectibility of human society) [n -S] 
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VALIANT AAILNTV courageous person [n -S] 

VALIDLY ADILLVY in valid (based on evidence that can be supported) manner [adv] 

VALKYRS AKLRSVY VALKYR, valkyrie (maiden in Norse mythology) [n] 

VALOURS ALORSUV VALOUR, valor (courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n] 

VAMPIRE AEIMPRV reanimated corpse believed to feed on sleeping persons' blood [n -S] 

VATICAL AACILTV vatic (pertaining to prophet (one who predicts)) [adj] 

VERGERS EEGRRSV VERGER, church official [n] 

VERIDIC CDEIIRV truthful (telling truth) [adj] 

VERITAS AEIRSTV truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n -ATES] 

VESPERS EEPRSSV VESPER, evening service, prayer, or song [n] 

VESTRAL AELRSTV VESTRY, room in which vestments are kept [adj] 

VICARLY ACILRVY vicarial (pertaining to vicar (church official)) [adj] 

VIRGERS EGIRRSV VIRGER, verger (church official) [n] 

VIRTUES EIRSTUV VIRTUE, moral excellence [n] 

VIZIERS EIIRSVZ VIZIER, high official in some Muslim countries [n] 

VODOUNS DNOOSUV VODOUN, vodun (primitive religion of West Indies) [n] 

VOTIVES EIOSTVV VOTIVE, small squat candle [n] 

VOTRESS EORSSTV votaress (female votary (person who is bound by religious vows)) [n -ES] 

VOUDONS DNOOSUV VOUDON, vodun (primitive religion of West Indies) [n] 

VOUDOUN DNOOUUV vodun (primitive religion of West Indies) [n -S] 
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WAKANDA AAADKNW supernatural force in Sioux beliefs [n -S] 

WANTONS ANNOSTW WANTON, to behave immorally [v] 

WARLOCK ACKLORW sorcerer (one who practices sorcery) [n -S] 

WENDIGO DEGINOW windigo (evil demon in Algonquian mythology) [n -ES, -S] 

WERWOLF EFLORWW werewolf (person capable of assuming form of wolf) [n -LVES] 

WHOLISM HILMOSW holism (philosophical theory) [n -S] 

WICCANS ACCINSW WICCAN, one who practices wicca [n] 

WIGGIER EGGIIRW WIGGY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

WINDIGO DGIINOW evil demon in Algonquian mythology [n -S, -ES] 

WISDOMS DIMOSSW WISDOM, power of true and right discernment [n] 

WITCHED CDEHITW WITCH, to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v] 

WITCHES CEHISTW WITCH, to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v] 

WIZARDS ADIRSWZ WIZARD, sorcerer (one who practices sorcery) [n] 

WORSHIP HIOPRSW to honor and love as divine being [v -ED, -PPED, -ING, -PPPING, -S] 

WRAITHS AHIRSTW WRAITH, ghost [n] 
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YAMALKA AAAKLMY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YAMULKA AAKLMUY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YANTRAS AANRSTY YANTRA, geometrical diagram used in meditation [n] 

YASHMAC AACHMSY yashmak (veil worn by Muslim women) [n -S] 

YASHMAK AAHKMSY veil worn by Muslim women [n -S] 

YASMAKS AAKMSSY YASMAK, yashmak (veil worn by Muslim women) [n] 

YESHIVA AEHISVY orthodox Jewish school [n -S, -VOT, -VOTH] 

YOGINIS GIINOSY YOGINI, female yogi (person who practices yoga) [n] 

YOGISMS GIMOSSY YOGISM, practice or system of yoga [n] 
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ZADDICK ACDDIKZ zaddik (virtuous person by Jewish religious standards) [n -IKIM] 

ZANANAS AAANNSZ ZANANA, zenana (section of house in India reserved for women) [n] 

ZEALOTS AELOSTZ ZEALOT, one who is zealous [n] 

ZEALOUS AELOSUZ filled with zeal [adj] 

ZEDOARY ADEORYZ medicinal root of tropical plant [n -RIES] 

ZENANAS AAENNSZ ZENANA, section of house in India reserved for women [n] 

ZIKURAT AIKRTUZ ziggurat (ancient Babylonian temple tower) [n -S] 

ZODIACS ACDIOSZ ZODIAC, imaginary belt encircling celestial sphere [n] 
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